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Leisure time activity of young people is receiving the
careful and deliberate thought of our leading educators,
jurists, and social workers# What the boy or girl does after
his or her work or school day has become the concern of the
community# Youth agencies are bending their efforts towards
attracting these young men and women, offering them oppor-
tunities for participation in classes, groups, and athletics
of their own interest. A new emphasis has been placed upon
the Importance of profitable leisure time pursuits#
The writer has undertaken the pleasant task of ferrettlng
out such information of the leisure hours spent by boys and
girls of pall River, between the ages of 15 to 16 years, as
he thought would be productive of further community effort#
The study was limited to this age group because adolescents
of these ages are in the process of making group affiliations,
becoming increasingly conscious of social responsibility and
obligation, and are the age groups upon which the Youth agen-
cies can exert the greatest influence#
The present world conflict concentrating as it does upon
Youth for its man-power was also a factor in the choosing of
this group# These young men and women may never be called
upon to enter the armed forces of our Nation, but remain
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needs, and Interests must be met, opportunities for creative
|
experience expanded, and a program productive to personality
growth set into motion. The urges and drives of the adoles-
cent for recognition and loyalties, so important to him, are
not traits of personality growth that can be satisfied by
isolated action of any one agency, whether it be the school,
the church, the community or the club. Rather, the combined
efforts of all are necessary to meet the demands of personality
growth and the development of character traits as expressed
through leisure time activities to allow for self expression^
which Mitchell designates as the chief need of man.
What these Interests are and how they are satisfied is
the concern of both the individual and the community, for as
Neumeyer says, "society may find its greatest asset in the
constructively used leisure of its citizens, but leisure may
H 2become also the greatest menace to our civilization.”
In determining these interests and how they are satisfied
the writer employeiai the questionnaire method, distributing
750 questionnaires to members of the Sophomore class of the
B. M. C. Durfee High School. One hundred and eighty-four boys
1 Elmer D. Mithchell, The Theory of Play (New York; A.
S. Bames and Company, 1934) p.65.
2 Martin H. Neumeyer, ^isure and Recreation (New York:
A. S. Bames and Company, 1936) , p.l.
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and 156 girls retiimed a total of 340 questionnaires. The age
groupings were represented as follows; 15 of the young people
were 14 years of age, 188 had reached their 15th birthday,
and 137 boys and girls were 16 years of age.
The compiled data will be discussed and analyzed to
determine
:
I. The affiliations of these young people with Youth
serving agencies and clubs and such additional information as
the days and hours these group contacts are enjoyed, the lead-
ership offered, and the purposes for the existence of the
several groups.
II. The role of the Work Progress Administration Recre-
ational Project in satisfying leisure time needs.
III. The hobbles, cultural interests, and athletic activ-
ities of the boys and girls.
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A study of leisure time activities presupposes that
'
opportunities exist in a community for successful satisfactioni
of leisure time desires and expressions. Public and private
agencies must be considered as joint forces for as Neimieyer '
says,^
Recreation is too vital a matter to be left exclusively ;
to private initiative and commercial enterprise and rec-
!
reational activities are too complex and varied to be
i
provided by any one institution.
With this as the basis for analysis, this chapter will explorej
the several public and private agencies which offer opportun- '
ities for leisure time satisfactions. I
The City of Pall River at the present time has no publicj
recreation program, because of necessary curtailments in the '
city budget. In 1924, Pall River, by ordinance, created a
recreation commission and operated within a budget of $22,500.1
Por the next seven years a system of public recreation was
I
carried on, until 19.'31, when no appropriation was made in the
budget for the continuance of recreation under city supervision.
This condition prevailed until 1934 when 20 recreation workers!
were supplied the city through Civilian Works Administration.
With the changes in the federal relief work program. Emergency
Relief Administration supplied 97 workers in 1935, and in 1936
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the Works Progress Administration Recreational Project took
over the supervision of public recreation, supplying 187
workers. Prom 1936 to this date W. P. A. has provided the
2
personnel for recreation on a community basis. It is re-
grettable that in 1940 their staff was reduced to 49 leaders
necessitating a curtailed program.
Public Recreation Facilities
Pall River has a total of approximately 142 acres of
parks, playgrounds, and playfield area. Of this total 74
acres are park areas and are not equipped for recreational
activities. The remaining 68 acres are playgrounds and
playfield space. Using the standard of the National Recre-
ational Association, which holds that one acre of playground
space per 1,000 population is the desired standard, Pall
River should have twice as much playground acreage as it now
3possesses. The table on the following page presents a
summation of facilities.
Works Progress Administration
When in 1936 the Works Progress Administration succeeded
the Emergency Relief Administration, public recreation re-
ceived a new lease on life. One hundred and eighty-seven men
and women were assigned to the city and these men and women
2 Report on Community Recreation , National Recreation
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Commxinity Recreational Facilities ’
Type of Facility Number
Baseball Fields, regulation... ••.*....•6
Baseball Fields, small. »4
Soccer Fields, regulation 6












Field Houses (Comfort Stations,
Showers, Toilets, and Lockers) ........ .7
Bandstands 3
Drinking Fountains. .15






a. Recreational Facilities Available To The Community.
Report on Community Recreation, Fall River.
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7undertook the task of providing a program of recreation and
leisure time activities for all age groups. The problem of
securing adequate space in which to function was solved when
the School Committee authorized the W, P. A. to use the public
schools for their indoor program, and the Park Department
granted them the use of the several parks and playfields for
outdoor centers. The city fathers appropriated a sum of money
amounting to approximately ^400,00 per month for materials
and expenses for maintaining the school buildings, such expensej
being heat and light, and janitorial services.
The indoor program carried on by the local Recreational
Project, is one of the most diversified recreational programs
in Massachusetts, under W, P, A, auspices. Eight school
buildings, the Boys* Club, and their headqimrters building
serve as centers for this program which embrace active games,
arts and crafts, athletics, dancing, dramatics, music, and
social activities. With the slash in appropriation for W, P.
A, in 1940, when the personnel was reduced to 49, the loss of
trained leaders forced a curtailment in the progrsun.
The outdoor program has not suffered to a great extent
with the curtailed leadership. The playground and playfield
areas are staffed throughout the warm weather and activities
are transferred from the indoor centers to the outdoor centers.
Individual as well as group competition is fostered between
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8organized in several athletic fields. Each summer the W. P. A,
sponsors a baseball school which has proved highly successful.
Private Agencies
A number of social agencies, private and semi-private,
equipped with the necessary facilities to offer recreation and
leisure time activities to young people operate in the commim-
ity. The personnel of these several agencies are for the most
part trained in their particular field of work, with the
executives having been college trained. They operate on a
community basis with membership open to all who desire to
join. The Jewish Community Center, by the very nature of its
service, is sectarian, with the other Youth agencies serving
secularly. The two agencies which tend to reach the greatest
number of y^ung people are the Boys* Club and the Y, M. C. A.
These two agencies are in a position to offer to the youth
of the community many opportunities for gymnasium activities,
possessing as they do a well equipped gymnasium, a swimming
pool, showers, and lockers. This, in addition to their
classes and clubs, serves to attract the greater portion of
the high school Youth who desire to fulfil their needs for
athletics, classes, and clubs.
The Boys^ Club was organized in 1890 under the direction
of Mr. Thomas Chew, who has continued to serve as executive.
He is assisted by two sub-executives, two physical education
directors, and a group of volunteers. A unique feature of
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9the Boys* Club of Pall River is its division into two units,
a Senior Boys* Club and a Junior Boys* Club. Each is housed
in its own building and conducts its own programs.
The Junior Boys* Club has gym facilities of its own and
conducts classes and hobby groups which appeal to youngsters
between the ages of 8-16 years. A swimming pool which adjoins
both buildings is used by the yoimgsters at definite periods
under competent supervision.
The Senior Boys ' Club draws its membership from those
who have reached their 16th birthday. This agency has a
physical plant in which facilities are ideal for physical
education. A large gymnasium equipped with a regulation basket-
ball court, a handball court, weights, chest pulls, and rope
climbing attracts over 1400 young men as members. In addition
to a well equipped gym, the club has a squash court and eight
bowling alleys. The squash court is not open to regular
members of the Club but requires an additional membership fee.
4
The bowling alleys are open to the public.
The Boys* Club has been the mecca for the city and
regional basketball tournaments and gymnastic exhibitions.
During the Pall and Spring seasons the Club conducts numerous
basketball leagues for its members and also has been the
spearhead in the formation of Industrial Leagues.
The Junior Boys* Club conducts during the months of
4 Interview with Executive
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July and August a camp in Assonet, Massachusetts, open to its
membership at nominal weekly rates. Youngsters not affiliated
with the Club but in need of camp experience are accepted
upon recommendation of a social agency.
The Young Men*s Christian Association, as does the Boys*
Club, provides adequate gym facilities for its members. A
swimming pool, shower room, and squash court supplement reg-
ular gym activities with the squash court appealing to young
adults. A trained worker heads the Boys* department and effort
is directed towards guidance and counselling of individual boys|.
Volunteers lead special interest and hobby groups.
An activity of community importance sponsored by the *’Y”
is its Ladies * Day conducted each Wednesday, when the entire
plant is set aside for use by women. Gym classes are under
the supervision of the physical education director and use of
5
the health room is at their disposal. This activity is of
importance when one realizes that a community of approximately
115,000 persons does not possess a girls* institution equipped
to meet their needs and interests.
The Jewish Community Center is under the leadership of
a professional worker and conducts its programs so as to be
of interest to both girls and boys, as well as to adults. The
Center has no ready access to a gymnasium, so that its program
5 Interview with General Secretary,
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is concentrated on activites which do not require the use of
a large auditorium. All activities are under the supervision
of a volunteer staff of young men and women. Great importance
is attached to clubs and interest groups with all activities
open to boys and girls. An adult educational program is a
major activity of the Center and is planned to meet the
personal interests of its members.
The iYomen*s Union houses the Pall River Girls* Club,
This group is for the most part composed of working girls who
meet weekly to enjoy indoor athletics. Further discussion of
this agency would be beyond the scope of this study.
The King Philip Settlement serves as an aid to mothers
who find it necessary to be employed. Quiet games, hobbies,
music, and arts and crafts are offered the youngsters, A
paid worker and a group of volunteers compose the staff, A
tendency is now showing itself towards encouraging young
people to meet at the settlement in clubs and interest groups.
The Scout movement is assuming greater Importance in the
field because of its relationship to civilian defense efforts.
Approximately 1200 boys are members of the Boy Scouts, 1400
girls associated with the Girl Scouts, and 35 boys wearing
the uniform of the Sea Scouts, Professionally trained ex-
ecutives direct the movement augmented by a large corps of
volunteer leaders
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Many churches and synagogues of the city sponsor Youth
groups with varied goals and purposes. Among the activities
carried on by churches for their young people are discussion
groups, dramatics, and social recreation.
The Protestant churches sponsor a softball league during
the summer months, and a basketball league in the winter time.
The Catholic Church through its Catholic Youth Organ-
ization program reaches many boys and young men. They
operate their own C.Y.O, Hall, equipped with a basketball
court, bowling alleys, meeting rooms, and lockers and showers.
Youngsters who attend the several parochial school have their
own athletic leagues and use the Hall at specified hours.
Leagues, tournaments, and special activities are conducted
for young men between the ages of 16 to 21 years. The
direction of C.Y.O. activities in the city is under the
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GROUP AFFILIATIONS OP BOYS AND GIRLS
The question of the type of groups, agencies, and inter-
ests of the young people is of the utmost importance. Most
of the recreation and leisure groups are of the primary group
nature^ and it is in these groups that the individual makes
2
his most significant S3cial contacts and the process of
socialization is accelerated, vVhere they spend their leisure
time, the hours in which they carry on their group activities,
and the purpose of their group affiliations, are questions of
interest in a study of leisure time activity.
This chapter will be devoted to the study of the number
of boys and girls who enjoy club affiliations, the type of
club they belong to, the number of clubs which are represented
by the young people, as well as the sponsorship and leadership
of the several groups. No attempt will be made to discuss the
relative merits of the groups, but rather to present statistic-
ally a picture of the affiliations of boys and girls. Member-
ship in the several Youth agencies, such as Y.M.C.A., C.Y.O.,
and Jewish Coramimity Center will be explored. The extent to
which*national groups have made inroads into this age grouping
1 Neumeyer, 0£. cit . , p. 164
2 Raymond V/. Murray, Introductory Sociology, (Nev/ Yorkj
F.S.Crofts and Company, 1938), p. 166
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and the membership of local groups will be analyzed and
presented as objective data,
j
Association Membership
In attempting to ascertain the influence of the several
i
Youth agencies in the commimity, the young people were asked i
to answer such questions as, are you a member of an associatioii
such as the Y.M.C.A., Jewish Community Center, Boys* Club,
|
Catholic Youth Organization? Do you belong to a national !
Youth organization such as De Molay. Rainbow Girls? Are you
a member of a local club? The answers to these questions and
others presented a picture of Youth affiliation on a local
and a national scale, and also presented data for an inter-
pretation of the influence of local Youth agencies upon the
young people,
j
The returned questionnaires threw interesting light upon
the extent to v/hich the ’^Y'^, Boys* Club and Jewish Community
Center influenced free time activity. Of a total of 340 boys
and girls who answered the questionnaire, 74 boys and 15 !
girls stated that they held membership in a Youth agency. The
j
returns broken up into agency membership revealed that the
C.Y.O, and the Senior Boys* Club attracted more than half of
the boys or 44 boys. The remainder were members of the Y.M.C.i,
Junior Boys* Club, and Jewish Community Center, Twenty-two
boys answered that they belong to the C,Y,3,, 12 to the
Jimior Boys* Club, 22 to the Senior Boys* Club, and six to the
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The membership affiliation of the girls showed that the
15 girls who signified membership were affiliated with three
Youth agencies, namely, the Y,M,C,A,, C,Y,0,, and the Jewish
Community Center* Nine girls stated that they held membership
in the Jewish Community Center, four girls in the C,Y*0,, and
two girls in the Y*M,C*A.
In analyzing the assembled data, it is necessary that
certain criteria be recognized* Membership in any of the
above mentioned agencies means that the individual has paid
a sum of money to the agency in return for the use of its
facilities* Belonging to a group that may be housed within
the agency was not considered in arriving at the stated fig-
ures. Many groups meet at these agencies weekly or monthly
but their members are in no way affiliated with the agency
except on a group rental basis* On this basis, they have no
access to the facilities and were not considered as association
members*
The question of the hours spent at the several agencies
elicited interesting answers* . Some replies listed attendance
at agencies every day with the exception of Sunday*
Boys who attended the C.Y.O, averaged two days attend-
ance, with Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays the most popular
days and the hours ranging from six o* clock to ten o* clock*
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Table II
Membership In Youth Agencies
Name of Agency Boys Girls
Catholic Youth Agency 22 4
Jewish Community Center 6 9
Junior Boys » Club 12
Senior Boys * Club 22
Young Men*s Christian Association 12 2
Total 74 15
the boys v/ho stated that he spent from three-thirty to five
0 * clock every day at the C.Y.O. with the exception of Friday,
when he was present from seven o'clock to ten o'clock.
The Jewish Community Center attracted their members on
the average of three days a week between the hours of seven
to ten, with the exception of Saturday, when the young people
stated that they were there until eleven o'clock.
All of the boys v/ho acknowledged membership in the
Y.M.C.A. stated that they attended the ”Y” on Saturdays,
with Tuesdays and Thursdays, the next most popular evenings.
Only one boy stated that he had no particular evening or
hour when he visited the ”Y”.
Attendance at the Junior Boys ' Club averaged three days
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days. The average number of hours spent at the Club was two
hours, principally between seven and nine o’clock.
The Senior Boys' Club presents a different picture. The
young men are allowed to use the gym at their wish and many
of them do so. Five of the boys stated that they go to the
Club about five days a week at no special time. The remain-
der averaged three days a week with Mondays, Thursdays, and
Saturdays the days most frequently spent at the Club, and
the average time between the hours of seven to ten.
The girls who possessed membership in the Youth agencies
frequented these agencies on specific days and specified
times.
The Y.M.C.A, attracted their members on Wednesdays,
between the hour of seven and nine-thirty. The girls who
attended the Jewish Community Center averaged two days attend-
ance, namely, Tuesdays and Thursdays, and between the hours
of seven and nine-thirty, Tuesday evenings appealed to the
girls affiliated with the C,Y.O,, the hours running from
seven o’clock to nine o’clock.
National Youth Groups
National Youth groups hold little interest for the young
people under study, A number of such groups exist in the
community but they attract small numbers of boys and girls
between the ages of 14 to 16, In all, 15 national Youth
groups are represented in the study as listed in Table III,
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Table III
National Youth Groups
Name of Group Number of boys girls





Sons of American Legion
Sons of Pericles
Girl Scouts
Junior Daughters of Isabella
Junior Ivy Lodge
Junior Red Cross
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Sevan cater to boys and eight are girls* groups.
The seven organizations in which boys hold membership
are, the Academy of Model Aeronautics, Boy Scouts, Sons of
Pericles, Sons of American Legion, Sea Scouts, De Mo lay, and
Aleph Zadik Aleph. The combined membership of all seven as
disclosed by the questionnaires totalled 19, with one holding
membership in the Academy of Model Aeronautics, seven in the
Boy Scouts, two in the Sons of Pericles, three in the Sons of
American Legion, three in the Sea Scouts, two in De Mo lay, and
one in Aleph Zadik Aleph.
Pour of the seven youth grDups are sponsored by senior
organizations and derive their leadership from the parent
body. De Molay, A.Z.A., Sons of American Legion, and Sons of
Pericles, are junior affiliates and act as reservoirs of
potential membership for the parent organization.
The eight national groups for girls attract 16 young-
sters, and are divided as follows: Five girls checked member-
ship in the Girl Scouts, one in the Junior Red Cross, three
in the Rainbow Girls, one in the Junior Ivy Lodge, one in the
Junior Veterans of Foreign Wars, three in the Methodist
Youth Fellowship, one in the 4-H club, and one in the Junior
Daughters of Isabella.
Local Clubs of Boys
A number of clubs in the community draw their membership
from boys. Their purposes and the frequency of meetings vary
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according to the expressed wishes of the members.
The questionnaires disclosed that 22 clubs for boys meet
on a somewhat definite schedule of meeting dates, with 28 boys
showing affiliation with the several clubs.
A study of the clubs reveals that groups with a primary
interest in aviation and in athletics are most popular. Ten
boys in five groups specified aviation as the purpose of their
group, and nine boys in eight groups specified athletics as
their primary objective. The remaining groups had such goals
as health education, fraternity, aid to the Red Cross, Two
groups listed as their purpose to avoid trouble with the
police and to keep off street corners.
When asked to reply to the question, have you a club
leader?, 26 boys representing 20 clubs answered yes. It is
interesting to note in passing that these leaders are un-
trained group workers, serving as leaders only because of
their interest in boys. In eight groups the leader is a young
man living in the neighborhood and possessing athletic ability.
Five groups receive their leadership through the church, and
two from high school teachers.
Significant disclosure of the leadership and sponsorship
of the several clubs was the fact that the Youth agencies of
the community supplied neither the leadership nor housed the
group. The clubs met either in homes, churches, or had their
own club house. Very little effort has been extended by the
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Youth agencies to attract these groups and offer leadership
and supervision. Each group exists for itself without any
inter-change of ideas, programs, or accomplishments.
Further analysis of the returned questionnaires revealed
many significant factors of club experience. Answers to such
questions as, how often do you meet, which days or day, and
state the purpose of your club, disclosed that many weaknesses
exist in boys* work in the community. Meeting places such as
back yard, a cellar, or a vacant bam are not the most desi-
rable locations for club work. Lack of a forceful program and
mature leadership resulted in groups whose purposes became
negative. To keep off of street comers, to keep out of
trouble, and to avoid trouble with the police are not group
purposes /Vhich of themselves can be creative. The lack of
municipal recreation and the slowness of the Youth agencies in
meeting the problem give rise to groups whose main concern is
not the positive benefits of group association, but rather
groups of a ”gang” nature,
A break-down of the 22 clubs as represented in Table IV
gives the answers to questions of purpose, leadership, and
meeting time.
Two clubs function as extra-curricula activities at the
High School and leadership is supplied by faculty members.
These two groups, the Health Club, and the Plying Squadron
have as their respective purposes, health education, and the
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Table IV
Local Clubs for Boys
Name Meeting time Piirpoae Boya
Aero Club Weekly Aviation 1
Barrette A.C. Nightly Athletic 1
Blue Devils Unspecified Athletic 1
Church Club Seldom Athletic 1
Don Lulz Weekly Aid Red Cross 1
P.R.Balsa Butchers Daily Aviation 1
First Baptist Club Monthly Social 1
Plying Squadron Bi-weekly Aviation 4
Health Club Upon notice Health 1
Hoboes Haven Daily Avoid trouble 1
Holy Rosary Boys * Club Nightly Athletics 1
Model Aero Engineers Bi-weekly Aviation 3
Mt* Hope Weekly Athletics 1
North Court A«C; Bi-weekly Keep off comer 1
Polish Wilcox Monthly Friendship 1
Rinkydinks Weekly Recreation 1
Roths A«C« BiHRreekly Recreation 1
Rovers Dally Aviation 1
Service Guild Monthly Not stated 1
St. James Brooks Club Weekly Avoid trouble 2
Siinset Hill Club Weekly Athletic 1
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promotion of interest in aviation.
Pour groups. Model Aero Engineers, Rovers, Pall River
Balsa Butchers, and vVill Rogers Aero Club are interested in
aviation. The Model Aero Engineers, sponsored by the local
Elks Lodge, is the only group of the four which is in any way
aided by an adult group. An interesting comment was furnished
by a member of the Will Rogers Aero Club, who stated that the
purpose of his group was to prepare the members to become air
raid spotters in addition to the furtherance of aviation.
Of the five church sponsored groups, three, St, James
Brooks Club, Holy Rosary Boys* Club, and Church Club, stated
that their primary group purpose was participation in athletics
The stated purpose of the First Baptist Club was given as
social activities, and the purpose of the Service Cuild was
not disclosed.
Groups with athletic interest; Mt. Hope Club, Blue Devils
Rinkydinks, Barrette A,C,, and the Roth A,C, meet weekly to
further their particular athletic interest. None of the
groups are sponsored by an organization or a Youth agency.
Financial support is given the Blue Devils, and the Roth A,C,,
by persons who reside in their respective neighborhoods, and
annual dances serve as a source of income with which to pur-
chase uniforms and equipment. The other three groups are not
uniformed groups and derive their income through raffles and
the conducting of socials. In all of the undertakings of the
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groups, no other interest but the athletic interest is con-
sidered.
Of the remaining six groups, four. Trapper A.C., North
Court A.G., Hoboes Haven, and Sunset Hill, list as their
respective group purposes the following: to keep off of street);
comers, avoid trouble with the police, and keep out of troubll^.
The fact that purposes such as these are the only purposes
stated, indicates that a real need for directed Youth work
exists. The Don Luiz Club is primarily interested in helping
the Red Cross and the Polish vVilcox Group is composed of boys
desiring friendship.
Local Clubs of Girls
There are in the community a number of girls* groups.
Returns showed that 50 girls belong to a total of 20 clubs.
These several clubs have expressed purposes varying from
health education to literary groups as seen in Table V.
Further analysis shows that four of the groups are
sponsored by the local High School, namely, the Health Club,
Literary, Camera, and Girls' Niimeral Club. A veteran group
sponsors a drum and bugle corps, and several churches sponsor
eight groups. Among these groups are the following: Children
of Mary, Epsilon, St. Mathieu's Drill Corps, sponsored by
pastors of Catholic Churches; and the following groups imder
Protestant Churches: Veta Sorority, M. & M. Club, Epworth
League, Young Peoples' Association, and Nightingales. The
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Table V
Local Clubs for Girls
Name Meeting time Piirpose Girls






Gamp Doran Drum & Bugle Weekly Music 3
Children of Mary Monthly Not Stated 2
Delta Gamma Si Weekly Charity & Social 2
Epsilon Weekly Catholic Action 9
Epworth League BiHireekly Education 1
Girls* Club Weekly Recreation 1
Girls * Numeral Club Weekly Recreation 3
Health Club Unspecified Health 1
Literary Bi-Weekly Literature 1
M, 8c M. Monthly Recreation 1
Marion Austin Circle Monthly Aid to the
Missionaries
1
Nightingales Monthly Home Nursing 1
St. Mathieus Drill Corps Weekly Pinancal aid to
Church
1
Tri-Hy Weekly Higher Standard
of Living
10
Veta Sorority Bi-weekly Not Stated 1
Vive Society Weekly Community Work 1
y*Ettes Weekly Educational &
Social
6
Young Peoples* Association Biweekly Friendship 2
Total 49
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Jewish Community Center sponsors one group, the Y*Ettes; the
y.M.C.A*, the Tri-Hy; and the Women *s Union houses the Pall
River Girls* Club. Three groups, Vive Society, Delta Gamma
Si, and the Marion Austin Circle are self sponsored. The
Calumet Club Juniors are sponsored by a senior group of the
same name.
Replies indicated that all of the groups represented by
the questionnaires, with the exception of the Delta Gamma Si,
had a group leader. These leaders were in all cases recruited
from the adult membership of the sponsoring organization or
agency. Leadership provided the girls* groups is of a hi^er
standard than the leadership of boys* groups. The clubs that
originated in the high school drew leadership from the faculty
and the Y.M.C.A., Jewish Community Center, and Women *s Union
provided leaders from trained volunteers in group work. The
Church groups, as did the self sponsored groups, drew leader-
ship from adults within their own immediate circle.
A closer relationship exists between the several girls*
groups than between the boys* groups. Whereas the boys met in
assorted places under loose supervision, the girls* clubs had
an attachment to a responsible group or agency whose leaders
met and discussed their relative problems and programs. This
does not mean that an organized association of group leaders
existed or that training courses were offered to valunteer
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group workers, but that the leaders of the several groups,
having common interests, held formal meetings. This was made
possible because of the more mature leadership offered to the
girls* groups, and because of the relationship that existed
between the several agencies fostering group work.
Supervision of the girls* group is evidenced by the re-
plies to the questionnaire. Specified meeting days and hours
applied to all of the groups with the exception of the Health I
Club. Objectives of the groups were of more social importance i
than the interests of the boys* groups. Service to the com-
|
munity and church and emphasis upon educational interests
appeared as basic reasons for the existence of many of the
groups.
Three of the four groups sponsored by the High School,
the Health Club, Literary Club, and Camera Club, emphasize
individual creative interests, and the fourth group, the
Girls * Numeral Club, is open to girls who have excelled in
the athletic program of the school. Groups sponsored by
Churches or church leaders listed such interests as, aid
church finances, education for Christian living, participation
in church services, and Catholic Action. One of the groups,
the Nightingales, was organized by the Pastor for the pur-
pose of studying home nursing; and the M. & M, Club was organ-
ized for recreational activities for young people of the church.
Purposes of the remaining groups as advanced by the
II
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young people included some of the following; Y*Sttes, social
and educational; Vive Society, community work; Calumet Juniors
Club, to unite French youth; Tri-Hy, to work for higher com-
munity standards of living.
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The use of public parks and school buildings for leisure
time activities has been granted to the ')/orks Progress
Administration, As stated in Chapter I, the city government
had been unable to appropriate sufficient funds for a planned
community program designed to meet bhe needs and desires of
the community during its hours of leisure from school and
work. Play space was not utilized and school buildings
were closed after school hours.
In 1936, these conditions were altered and W.P.A,
recreational programs came into existence. Playfields were
made available to the community, leadership was offered, and
programs planned and executed so as to appeal to young and
old alike. Participation in active and Quiet games was en-
couraged, leagues embracing several sports were organized,
and demands for interest groups in crafts and hobbies were
being met. The community became conscious of the several
resources available and the many opportunities offered for
enjoyment of leisure time activities. Recreation in its
broadest meaning became a common word; committees of lay
people and of professionals sat together to think through
the needs and desires of the community and the resources
available to meet these expressed desires. To the Works
Progress Administration Recreational Project must then be
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given due credit for a reawakening of the community conscious-
ness to the desirability of proper leisure time activities.
It is important to state that private social agencies were
quick to recognize the importance of this reawakening and
that they cooperated with the personnel of the W.P.A. as a
resource in their own leisure time programs. The writer is
appreciative of the role the W.P.A. recreational division has
played and is playing in the community, for he has had the
pleasure of planning with them and using their leaders in his
own group work program.
During the fiscal year which ends June 30, 1942, the
W*P.A. Recreation Project has operated outdoor Centers at the
following parks and play-grounds: Lower Columbia, South Park,
Abbot Field, Father Kelly Park, Thomas Chew Park, Maplewood
Park, Davenport Play-ground, Columbus Play-ground, Lafayette
Park, North Park, and Turner Play-ground. These outdoor
Centers were staffed from nine-thirty o* clock in the morning
V-ntil eight-thirty o* clock in the evening. Arts and crafts,
athletics, tournaments of varied nature, quiet games for
youngsters, special Interest groups and study groups combined
to make the Centers attractive. The combined average attend-
ance approximated 14,000 persons weekly.
The Centers used for the indoor program included the
following schools: Watson, Borden, William S. Greene, Slade,
Girls* Continuation and Henry Lord Junior High. The indoor
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program places emphasis upon arts and crafts and special
interest groups, including dancing, dramatics, music, and the
like. Only one Center v/as able to be used for athletic pur-
poses, namely the Junior High School. A gym, showers, and
lockers, allowed for basketball leagues and gym tournaments.
The hours of operation of school buildings as recreation
centers were from three-thirty o* clock in the afternoon to
nine o*clock in the evening.^
Indoor Centers
When asked to reply to the question, do you attend a
W.P.A. Center?, 18 boys answered yes. Five of the boys
replied that they attended a Center one day a week, ten boys
attended two days a week, and three boys participated in the
programs Mondays through Fridays. The average number of hours
spent at the Center on any one day was two and one half hours.
Thursday was the most popular day at the Centers with eight
boys participating in activities.
Basketball interested five boys; table tennis, four boys;
boxing, handball, checkers, and dancing, each interested two
boys; cards, dramatics, and art, one boy each. The number
of boys who availed themselves of the opportunity to attend
a Center is very small but it is very interesting to note
that 10 interests were satisfied through attendance at the
1 Interview with recreation supervisor
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Indoor Center Activities
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several Centers
Twelve girls stated that they attended an indoor Center
regularly* KVednesdays and Thursdays were the popular evenings
between the hours of six-thirty o'clock to nine o'clock* A
study of the interests and activities checked by the girls
disclosed that twelve activities were participated in by them*
Basketball, checked by seven girls, was the number one activi-
ty* In order of n\jmber of girls participating, softball and
dancing, each checked by four girls, were the second choice of
activity, with the following each recieving one chock; table-
tennis, track meets, horseshoes, arts and crafts, knitting,
sewing, volleyball. Red Cross First Aid, and basketry*
Outdoor Centers
The outdoor Centers operating in the eleven parks and
play-grounds emphasize active games* Thirty-nine boys replied
that they attended an outdoor Center and participated in the
several programs offered* A significant fact was disclosed by
the returned replies, namely that the vast majority of the boys
average five days at the outdoor Centers and three hours per
day* A concentration of boys occurSduring the hours of two-
thirty o'clock and five-thirty o'clock*
The type of activities checked by the boys included
various forms of competitive athletics* Baseball proved the
most popular sport of any offered by the project, with 28 boys
stating that they participated in the game* The remaining
;
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activities were as follows; football, 14 boys; track, four
boys; softball and soccer, three boys each; boxing and tennis,
two boys each; volleyball and horseshoes, one boy each.
The girls who attended the Centers were participants in
the following activities; softball, seven girls; track, four
girls; volleyball, two girls; arts and crafts, basketry,
handicraft, and tennis, one girl each.
Features of the recreational project are the inter-Center
tournaments and track meets, a pageant at the close of the
outdoor season held at the North Park and attracting an
average of 10,000 persons, and a baseball school conducted by
outstanding national baseball personalities.
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This chapter will present a word picture of the many
j
hobbles which satisfy expressed desires and abilities of the
young people which Dr. Riggs refers to as ’’burglar-proof '
1 I
riches,” Perhaps some group work agencies would take issue
j
with the classification of the various forms of art, of wood-
|
working and other creative interests as hobbies, but for the
j
purpose of simplicity and the desire to avoid misimderstandings
the writer includes interests under the general heading of
hobbies.
|
Hobbies of Interest to Boys
A study of leisure time activities would be meaningless
and fruitless without recognition of the influence and degree
of participation of hobbles in leisure time activity. Hobbles
serve as an outlet for young people in attaining self expres-
2
slon and creativeness, and as Prankl says, ”no creative effort
3
is altogether wasteful.” In the study the young people were
asked to check their hobby or hobbies and also to state where
they enjoyed their hobbies. Of the 178 boys who returned the
questionnaires, only 25 admitted no hobby. It is safe to as-
1 Austin P. Riggs, Play (New York: Doubleday, Doran
and Company, 1935), p. 129
2 Mitchell, o£. cit . , p. 120.
3 Paul T. Prankl, Machine Made-Leisure (New York and
London: Harper and Brothers
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sume in this case, when approximately 86 percent of the boys
admit hobbies, that they are an important factor in any
analysis of recreational habits of young people. Schools,
departments of recreation, character building agencies and
others have recognized the importance of hobbies and have
established hobby departments. Here the individual is not
coerced, pressure is not exerted upon him, only the urge to
satisfy his desire for creativeness, Neumeyer adds, ’’hobbies
afford much pleasure and are followed because of the enjoy-
4
ment and personal satisfaction derived from them,”
In presenting this questionnaire to the young peonle
the writer was careful to avoid any basis for subjective
answers. Space was allowed them to add such hobbies as they
may possess without offering any explanation for a particular
hobby. The hobbies listed in the questionnaire include such
common ones as, stamp collecting, dancing, attending movies,
and parties; interest hobbies as, gardening, photography,
and metal work. Replies as indicated in Table VIII, revealed
a total of 42 different hobbies enjoyed by 153 boys. Several
reasons were advanced by a few boys for their interest in a
particular hobby, A striking one was the reason advanced by
a young man engaged in stamp collecting. He stated that he
hoped to be able to show his collection to President Roosevelt,
4Neumeyer, 0£, cit . . p. 98
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Listening to Orchestra Recordings 1
Metal Work 16
Micro -Chemistry 1








Reading Historical Books 1
Reading Newspapers 46
Sailing 2
Scrap Book of Men in Armed Forces 1
Sewing 1
Sketching 1
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A childish reason perhaps, but significant and interesting to
the extent that the youngster was familiar v/ith one of the
President's hobbies and wished to compare collections. In-
teresting too, if one desires to draw conclusions from this as
to the benefits of democratic education. Model aeroplane
building was another hobby which elicited unasked answers by
the boys. With emphasis upon the importance of the aviation
branch of the armed forces engaged in y/ar, the boys stated
that this hobby would perhaps help them in deteirolnlng whether
aviation would be their choice of vocation. Here was the only
example of a hobby influenced by the war effort.
The hobby which attracted the greatest number of boys was
attendance at the movies. This non-creative and passive hobby
claimed 69 boys, who stated that they saw ”a movie a week”.
Closely following the hobby of movie attendance was reading
newspapers, with 46 boys checking this as their hobby. An in-
teresting fact disclosed was that all of the boys who checked
this as a hobby, also had checked movie attendance as a hobby.
What correlation exists between both hobbies, and the effect,
if any, of one upon the other would make an Interesting study.
The most unusual hobby of the 42 listed was the one in
which a young man kept a scrap-book of local youths called to
the armed service and their doings at their respective stations.
This particular hobby can be fulfilled because of the policy
of the local newspaper. This paper carries a column devoted
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to Fall River boys in the armed forces of the United Nations,
This boy's hobby is not a creative one, but neither can it be
called a passive one. It unquestionably satisfies a needed
desire and in addition this hobby will be of community inter-
est if and when the community pays due honor to the young men
now engaged in battle.
Stamp collecting, checked by 51 boys, proved to be the
second most-engaged-in hobby. This was followed by reading
newspapers, checked by 46 boys. The five hobbies following in
interest were; woodworking, 40 boys; photography, 36 boys;
dancing, 30 boys; model aeroplane building, 25 boys; and gar-
dening, 22 boys. Of these five hobbies, four of them are
creative and possess some vocational experience. Gardening
which received the attention of approximately 13 percent of
the boys can be partially explained by stating that the W.P.A,
recreation division, has placed great emphasis upon home
gardens, offering leadership when desired, and the city
government has set aside tracts of city owned land for garden-
ing purposes. Another source of stimulation to gardening has
been the interest of the National Recreation Association,
which has conducted institutes devoted to gardening,
A hobby which is natural and conductive to socialization
is dancing. The 30 boys who listed dancing as one of their
hobbies, also listed tv/o or three additional hobbies. The
asocial conditions which may arise from this hobby are self
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evident especially sd when the boys, with the exception of
two, stated that they frequent public dance halls. Pall
River possessing over 154 establishments which sell liquors
and offer dancing as an added attraction, offers untold
opportunities for demoralizing activities. This is one type
of leisure time activity which should keep the social agencies
alert to danger signs. Although court records do not disclose
many cases of juvenile delinquency attributed to dancing in
questionable halls, the danger is present and should be care-
fully watched.
Three unusual hobbles mentioned by five boys are: wash-
ing dishes, three boys; knitting, one boy; and sewing, one
boy. The interesting fact concerning these five boys is not
that they listed hobbies not usually considered boys* Interests
but that all five of them are members of local boys' groups
which actively engage in competitive sports.
Hobbies other than those previously discussed are: metal
work, 16 boys; free hand drawing, one boy; cartooning, four
boys; sketching, one boy; and oil paintings, two boys. Hobbies
of a scientific nature in addition to photography are:
chemistry, six boys; aviation, one boy; radio, three boys;
electricity, one boy; electrical mechanics, one boy; astronomy,
one boy; telegraphy, one boy; and micro -chemistry, one boy.
The common hobby of collecting articles, pictures and the
like was practically non-existent. With the exception of
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stamp collecting, only three boys stated collecting objects as
a hobby. Two of the boys listed as their hobby, collecting
minerals.
Hobbies which the writer prefers to label ’’friendship’*
hobbies are parties, talking, visiting, and letter writing.
Parties and talking proved popular with parties listed by 25
boys, and talking by 16 boys. The art of conversation has
been called a lost art. The rush towards acquiring material
gain has revolutionized our talking habits. Speed and curt-
ness have become criteria of conversation. It is refreshing
to find 16 boys who lay claim to talking as a hobby. Visiting
as a hobby interested six boys, with four of them specifying
visiting relatives and friends as their hobby, and the remain-
ing two, visiting places their hobby. Letter writing was
designated as a hobby by five boys.
Hobbies of an athletic interest and the number of boys
claiming them are as follows: bowling, one boy; fishing, five
boys; camping, three b^ys; sailing, two boys; archery, one
boy; and hunting, two boys. Sufficient resources exist in the
community to allow for satisfaction of these hobbies.
The remaining five hobbies were of interest to eight
boys and included, listening to orchestra recordings, keeping
a scrap book of sports, reading, music, and reading historical
books.
To supplement this study of types of hobbies and the
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number of boys having at least one hobby, the follov/ing
analysis may prove of interest. Seventy-five percent of the
youngsters ranged from having one hobby to having four hobbies.
Further break-down of the replies showed that 48 boys had one
;
hobby; 35 boys, two hobbies; 27 boys, three hobbies; 23 boys,
four hobbies; five boys, five hobbies; six boys, six hobbies;
three boys, seven hobbies; four boys, eight hobbies; and two
boys, nine hobbies. Only 14 percent of the total number of
boys registered no hobby.
Hobbies of Interests to Girls
Many of the hobbies claimed by the girls also were
hobbles discussed under boys* hobbies in this chapter, Hobbiesj
which are characteristic of girls, appear in the returned
questionnaire, Doll collections, knitting, knick-knacks, and
sewing are some of the hobbies which fall into this classifi-
cation, One hundred and forty-two girls replied to the question
of type of hobby enjoyed. One hundred and forty stated that
they enjoyed one or more hobbies with two girls stating that
they had no hobby.
Analysis of the hobbies listed in Table IX discloses that
the 140 girls enjoyed and participated in 36 hobbies. Two
hobbies, dancing and attendance at movies, proved overwhelming-
ly popular with the girls. One hundred girls checked dancing
and 94 stated that the movies were a hobby. The fact that 100
of the 142 girls enjoy dancing as a hobby is not in itself
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Table IX
Hobbies of Girls
Type of Hobby Number of Girls
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startling but 74 of these 100 girls stated that they enjoyed
dancing at public dances only, the remainder at social functionii
conducted by churches and organizations.
The dangers referred to previously in connection with
dancing are more apparent here. Lest this be construed as a
condemnation of dancing, the writer hastens to add that he
encourages dancing in his agency and serves on the city
Defense Recreation Committee, which is charged with the
responsibility of securing dance partners for service men at
camp functions and for socials conducted in the community.
Of the 74 girls who stated that they enjoyed dancing in public
halls only, it is significant that none of these girls are mem-
bers of a youth agency or belong to a club for girls. The
writer is concerned with this question because of the problems
which have already arisen. The most glaring cases of sex
crime during the past six months in the community have in-
volved young girls who have had one coctctail too many. The
public dance hall, the road house, and the night clubs present
problems of supervision, regulation of the age requirement,
and control of actions. These problems exist at supervised
dances, but in a lesser degree. The condemnation of dancing
as of yesteryear would be nonproductive and a laissez-faire
attitude refuses to acknowledge the values as well as the ma-
lign features of dancing. The problem of control and super-
vision requires an appraisal of the values of social dancing
T-yir
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Theand a critical analysis of its defects and excesses,
problem is one for the community to think through.
Collecting various items and objects interested 44 girls
Nine hobbies of this nature were listed by the girls and
include collections of biblical pictures, coins, dolls, medals
knick-knacks, pictures, postcards, sea shells, and stamps.
Stamp collecting was the most popular of the nine hobbies,
with 29 girls satisfying this desire. Collecting pictures and
postcards interested seven girls; sea shells and coins inter-
ested four; the remainder, one each.
Ten hobbies which exercised particular creative talents
were checked by 15 girls. These ten are: cartooning,
commercial art, free hand drawing, metal work, model aeroplane
building, oil painting, sketching, story writing, wood burn-
ing, and wood working. Free hand drawing and sketching each
interested three girls, story telling, two girls, and the
remainder each interested one girl*' The hobbies evidenced
by these 10 girls can, in addition to satisfying their inter-
ests, serve as a spring board for their subsequent entry
into industrial life.
Hobbies listed by the girls, which the v/riter prefers to
designate as socialization hobbies, included letter writing,
parties, reading, reading newspapers, talking, and visiting.
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Each of these hobbies interested in their respective order the
following number of girls, 45, 53, 7, 31, 17, An item
deserving mention is the fact that only 31 girls consider
reading newspapers a hobby. Whether the 111 remaining girls
read newspapers but do not consider it a hobby remains an
unanswered question. The answer would make interesting
material for a comprehensive survey.
Participation in hobbies of general girls* interest in-
cludes the usual hobbies of imitting, sewing, and washing
dishes. In addition, the writer includes gardening, and
keeping a scrap book, as hobbies of this nature. Knitting and
sewing appealed to 46 and 45 girls respectively. Ninety-two
percent of the girls who checked knitting also stated that
sewing was a hobby. Gardening was listed by 30 girls, largely
as a result of the W.P.A, and Victory garden campaign. Wash-
ing dishes was considered a hobby by only one girl.
The remaining hobbies included, music, nine girls; photo--
graphy, 24 girls; poultry, one girl; and tap dancing, two
girls.
An interesting disclosure of the study of girls* hobbies
was the number of girls interested in photography. Under pro-
per supervision and leadership other channels of interest can
be opened and expanded as a result of this interest in photo-
graphy. The study, however, revealed no such broadening of
interest.
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Many facts of interest were revealed by this study.
Hobbies, and the number of individuals engaged in them while
of interest and importance, nevertheless are overshadowed by
•
other findings. One hundred and forty girls and 153 boys,
by their answers stated that they had one or more hobbies.
Answers to the question ’’where are you enjoying your
hobby?-'V is an indictment of the Youth serving agencies, and
community interest. vVith the exception of dancing, the young
people stated that they enjoyed their hobbies in their own
homes, by themselves or with a small group of friends. The
resources of the Youth agencies were either unknown or
ignored. Leadership was absent and no opportunity offered
for group participation.
Programs, classes, and hobby groups are non-existent, or
if they do exist, reach only a small number of young people.
Absence of community sponsored leisure time activities has
placed the burden upon the private agencies which are attempt-
ing to meet the increased demands for service. However, a
survey as limited as this study, reveals the lack of leader-
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Opportunities for enjoyment of cultural interests are
manifold in the community and special effort is directed
towards reaching the boys and girls of school age, either
actively or passively.
Musical groups are numerous and include the Pall River
Symphony Orchestra, the Men’s Glee Club, Pall River Operetta
Association, Junior Music Club, and numerous military musical
groups. The High School has recently attempted to organize an
alumni orchestra and choral group. Church groups are organized
to function as choirs for religious services and public appear*
ances. Racial groups have organized choral societies for the
pleasure to be derived from singing native folk songs. The
Civic Music Association has a membership approximating 800
persons and annually presents a series of musical concerts.
The several schools annually present their musical groups
in a public performance.
Dramatics play an important role in the cultural life of
the community. The city’s outstanding dramatic group is the
Little Theatre, composed of adults and young adults. Three or
four current stage successes are presented yearly and the grou]»
has grown rapidly during the past five years. A summer theatro,
composed of local men and women and known as the Shoestring
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churches encourage dramatics within their young people’s groups
who produce and stage their own plays. The High School charges
a member of its faculty with the duties of dramatic teacher.
Anniially, the dramatic and musical groups of the school com-
bine and present an' outstanding operetta.
Discussion groups, forimis for adults and for young people,
adult education with the cooperation of the Massachusetts
Department of Education, University Extension Courses and the
Public Library round out the opportunities for the satisfaction
of cultural interests.
The library has a collection of books totalling 166,955
volumes. The reference room is equipped with 4,123 volumes
and the childrens* department has 19,401 volumes. The reading
room carries 27 newspapers and 199 periodicals. These
several distinct functions do not include the many educational
and cultural activities conducted by the several clubs and
associations that exist in the community. Special mention
should be made of the educational programs offered by the
International Ladies * Garment Workers Union and the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America both for their members and their
families
,
Cultural Interests of Boys
Very little interest was evidenced by the boys in such
activities as music groups, forums, discussion groups,
and dramatics. Twenty-seven boys in all stated that they
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participated in any )f the mentioned interests, with music
groups attracting 18 boys and the remainder, three each. The
school and the church were designated as places where parti-
cipation in the mentioned activities were enjoyed, with musica!
interests being satisfied by special groups such as military
units, glee clubs, and choirs.
Eleven youngsters replied that they listened regularly
to concerts broadcasted over the radio networks. Ten boys
stated that they watched stage plays, principally those pre-
sented by the Little Theatre group. Only one individual
admitted membership in the Civic Music Association. Twenty-
four boys admitted that they study 10 different types of
musical instruments with piano and violin each studied by five
boys, trumpet by four, clarinet by three, guitar by two, and
drums, cello, saxaphone, piano accordian, and accordian by
one each. All of these youngsters, with the exception of one
who studied violin at the New England Conservatory of Music,
received their musical instruction in the community.
The question, have you a library card?, elicited 130
affirmative answers. Of this number, 77 admitted that they
read at least one book a month; and 14 read one book in two
months. Thirty-nine boys stated that they read more than one
book a month,, with 3.9 books being the average. Further anal-
ysis of these 39 boys revealed that 10 boys read two books a
month; nine boys, three books; nine boys, four books,* four boy
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five books; four boys, six books; one boy, seven books; and
two boys, nine books* Twenty-six boys admitted possessing no
library card but added that they read one to three books in
two months.
Cultural Interests of Girls
Girls evidenced more participation in activities of cul-
tural value than did the boys. iiVhereas 27 boys enjoyed such
activities as music groups, forims, discussion groups, and
dramatics, 59 girls stated that they participated. Music
groups served as an interest for 32 girls, with participation
being resolved into such groups as military musical groups,
school and church groups, Pall River Operetta Association, and
the Junior Music Club. One Youth agency, the Jewish Comniimity
Center, encouraged musical interests, providing leadership for
choral and string groups.
• Youth forums attracted 10 girls; discussion groups, seveij
girls; and dramatics, 10 girls. With the exception of the
Jewish Community Center, no other Youth agency conducted
programs to meet these interests. The school, church, and loc^l
clubs served as centers around which these interests revolved.
Listening to concerts attracted 27 girls. Seven of this
number stated that they attend concerts in neighboring commun-
ities, adding that they hear the Boston Symphony and ’*Pops” at
least once during their respective season. The remaining 20
girls specified particular radio programs with six listen-
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ing to the Metropolitan Opera Company, 10 girls enjoying the
Music Hall Hour, and four girls regular listeners to the Ford
Ho\ir. Twenty-two girls stated that they enjoyed stage plays.
Of this number, three added that they attend plays in Boston,
three in Providence, and one in New York City. The Little
Theatre, school, and Church groups attracted the interest of
all of the girls. The Civic Music Association attracted
seven girls as member.
The study of music was checked by 51 girls. Of this num
ber 34 girls studied piano with the remaining 17 girls divided
as follows: voice, seven girls; bugle, drums, and violin,
i
two girls; and xylophone, organ, and cello, one each. Musical
instruction in all cases was received through local instructor
One hundred and thirty-eight girls stated that they
possessed and used a library card. Some inkling of the readin
habits of these girls may be gathered by the answers submitted
to the question of the number of books read during the period
of one month. Sixty girls replied that they read one book a
month, six girls admitted one book in two months, and 72 girls
stated that they read more than one book a month with 3.6 the
average. Further analysis disclosed that eight girls read two
books a month; 23 girls, three books; 22 girls, four books;
four girls, five books; seven girls, six books; three girls,
seven books; two girls, eight books; two girls, nine books;
and one girl, 10 books. Ten girls admitted having no library
I
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card but added that they read one to three books a month.
This short study of cultural interests revealed the
extent to which planning, leadership, and stimulation must
be forthcoming, if activities of this nature are to be of
value to the young people of the community.
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ATHLETIC INTERESTS OP BOYS AND GIRLS
Sports in all of their ramifications, are very close to
a growing boy. Participating or watching athletic feats thrill,
young people, A study of leisure time activities must of
necessity include some discussion of the role of athletics in
meeting demands of leisure time. This chapter will devote
itself to a tabulation and disc\ission of the several interests
expressed by boys and girls and mention made of the places
where those activities are enjoyed. Playfields are numerous ajj^d
have proved sufficient to meet the demand, with the exception
of tennis courts. Pall River possesses only 13 tennis courts
which are unsatisfactory for playing purposes, and are totally
inadequate to meet the demand. Table I, listing as it does
the public resources, shows that two needs are not being met.
These are namely, a municipal golf course and outdoor swimming
facilities.
Private agencies such as the Boys’ Club, Y.M.C.A., C.Y.O
and Women’s Union supplement the community resources in that
these four mentioned agencies are equipped with gymnasium
facilities. Por further discussion of the resources of the
private agencies the writer refers to private agencies in
Chapter One. Mention must be made that the High School
added a physical education director in 1941,
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Athletic Interests of Boys
One hundred and aeventy-four boys returned questionnaires
stating that they participated in sports. Five boys preferred
to act the role of a spectator and five boys expressed no
interest in any form of athletics. The young men expressed
interests in 25 sports. Their interests, as Table X reveals,
ranged from group participation in activities such as baseball
and basketball, to individual pleasures such as fishing and
skating.
Swimming as an athletic interest was participated in by
136 boys, the largest group enjoying any one activity. Ample
opportunities exist for the enjoyment of swimming, situated
as the cornrnimity is along the banks of the Mt. Hope Bay. In
addition to outdoor swimming, 46 boys enjoyed the use of the
swimming facilities of the Y.M.C.A. and the Boys* Club,
Three other activities, baseball, basketball, and skating
each attracted more than 100 boys. Baseball was played by
127 boys, the majority of whom played on teams in organized
leagues. Special mention should be made of the C.Y.O. leagues.
Two such leagues operate in the community with 23 teams entered
and games scheduled three times a week. Football was partici-
pated in by 125 boys. No leagues function in this sport, ma-
king it necessary for the boys to organize their own contests.
A number of groups organized to satisfy their interest in
football have outfitted squads who arrange games at their
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convenience with 3ther groups in the community and from
neighboring cities. Skating, both roller skatingand ice
skating, proved immensely popular with the boys, with 105 of
them stating that thi s interest was enjoyed. Of this number,
87 participated in roller skating in addition to ice skating.
Four city owned wading pools are turned over for skating
purposes in the winter and numerous ponds on the outskirts of
the city furnish opportunities for participation in this sport*
Roller skating is enjoyed not in the streets, but in pri-
vately owned roller rinks. One such rink operates in the city
with three rinks within a radius of eight miles*
Sports which are competitive by nature held the interest
of a number of boys. The competitive athletic interests
popular with the boys included; basketball, 37 boys; boxing,
33 boys; soccer, 26 boys; table tennis, 56 boys; tennis, 30
boys; and track, 33 boys. Basketball and boxing were enjoyed
to a great extent at the Boys* Club, Y.M.C.A., and the C.Y.O.
Soccer, which ten years ago had been designated as the number
one sport in the city, no longer retains its original popular-
ity, giving way to football* The home and the several Youth
agencies are the mecca for table tennis enthusiasts* Efforts
had been extended to organize leagues with no success, except
during the fall of 1939* However, popularity of the activity
is again creating interest in the formation of leagues repre-
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senting the Youth agencies and local clubs. Tennis and track
both represent interests which existing commijnity resources
are unable to satisfy, //ith the small number of tennis courts
available to the public, and their unsatisfactory play surface,
tennis enthusiasts experience difficulties in the enjo^nnent
of the sports Those boys interested in track must provide
their own leadership and create their own track fields. This
they do by measuring off required distances in park play space.
An interest, which because of its spontaneity has remain-
ed unrecognized, is hiking. Pifty*»six boys stated that they
enjoyed this activity and made it a regular habit. The value
is unquestioned, equipment and finances are negligible, places
and objects to be seen are plentiful, and all of these attri-
butes combine to make hiking a valuable activity to be en-
couraged in any planning of group recreation. Skiing, with
suitable topography for indulgence in the sport, interested
28 b^ys.
Activities such as bicycle riding, boating, bowling,
camping, fishing, and golf were each participated in by two
boys. Handball, hockey, horseback riding, rope jimiping, soft-
ball, volleyball, and wrestling were each claimed as an interes
by one boy. Here then is presented a composite picture of the
athletic interests of boys in the comraunity.
Athletic Interests of Girls
The percentage of girls participating in sports was
*11
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lower than that of the boys. Whereas 95 percent of the boys
replied yes to the question of participation, 134 girls, or
86 percent as seen by Table XI, replied yes. Fifty-seven
girls answered that they enjoyed watching such sports as
baseball, soccer, football, boxing, and tennis. Two girls
returned questionnaires stating that they had no interest in
athletics. In all, 18 interests are represented by the girls,
with only one interest differing from the expressed interests
of the boys. This activity of the girls not shared by the
boys was an interest in archery. Resources and conditions
available to the girls are identical with those enjoyed by
the boys, with one glaring exception. Indoor swimming fac-
ilities are available to the girls only at the Y,M,C,A,, one
day a week.
Skating interested 134 girls with 92 percent enjoying
both roller skating and ice skating. Swimming was checked by
117 girls with the majority adding that they frequented beaches
of neighboring communities, principally Newport and Middle-
town, in Rhode Island, and Ocean Grove in Massachusetts,
Hiking ranked third in popularity being checked by 80 girls.
Active games of popular interest were, baseball, with 22
girls; basketball, 37 girls; skiing, 21 girls; table tennis,
45 girls; and tennis, 57 girls. Two of the girls interested
in skiing indicated that they frequent ”snow trains” as
passengers, with the remainder enjoying their skiing in the
T
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Athletic Participation of Girls






















































Of the remaining sports, volleyball interested eight
girls; bowling, six girls; softball, three girls; bicycle
riding, five girls; track, soccer, and boating, two girls each;
archery, golf, and horseback riding, one girl each.
The young people who answered the questionnaire display
normal athletic interests. The community has failed to
recognize these interests and the values inherent therein,
making little, if any, attempt to coordinate and collectively
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This study of the leisure time activities of boys and
girls of pall River, between the ages of 14 to 16 years, is
not an all Inclusive one, but it begins to survey existing
conditions. The community generally has no conception, many
misconceptions prevail, of the facilities or lack of facili-
ties which are offered them. Recreation in its fullest mean-
ing is not understood and little effort is being extended to
’’sell” the commxmity the inherent values of wholesome leisure
time activity. It is perhaps harsh to say that the activities
of young people are given neither thought nor consideration,
nor is there exerted much influence by the youth agencies in
formulating community planned recreation. This is not a
condemnation of the agencies but rather a statement to depict
the necessity of a program designed to educate the community.
The past three months have witnessed a beginning towards this
goal. The Defense Recreation Committee and Council of vVomen*s
Organization have undertaken surveys with the objective of
having presented a scientific study of recreation, and the
Council of Social Agencies has recently appointed a committee
on Group Work,
Public recreational facilities do not meet the standards
of the National Recreation Association in providing play
space. This shortage of playgroimd acreage plus its inade-
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quate tennis courts and lack of outdoor swimming pools are
the community’s glaring shortcomings. Other facilities how-
ever, compare favorably with the requirements of the N.R.A,
Supplementing the opportunities offered by the community are
the programs of the Works Progress Administration Recreation
Project and several Youth agencies. The personnel of these
agencies consist of trained workers in the field of boys* and
girls* work. The Church is coming to the forefront as a
Center for young people, with the Catholic Church, through
its C.Y.O, program, providing the finest athletic programs in
the community.
The Youth of the community particularly the 340 young
peole under study, showed little inclination to become mem-
bers of a Youth agency such as the Boys* Club or Y.M.C.A,
Forty percent of the boys studied, were member of a Youth
agency and only 9*3 percent of the girls. National Youth
organizations have not attracted any large numbers of young
people into their ranks. Only 19 boys and 16 girls out of
the 340 held membership in 15 Youth organizations. There
were 42 clubs with varied interests which attracted 77 boys
and girls. The clubs for boys showed no results of the in-
fluence of Youth agencies either in programs or leadership.
Girls* groups evidenced a strong attachment to a sponsoring
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The .Yorks Progress Administration Recreational Project
has undertatcen the task of provldine trained leadership for
coimmmity recreational participation during leisure hours*
Indoor and outdoor centers are staffed by this group and
they offer a rounded program of active and quiet games, hobbies
interests, and classes. Eighty-six young people used the
resources of the project.
One himdred and fifty-three boys expressed interest in
42 hobbies and 140 girls enj )yed 36 hobbies. These hobby
interests, which are common to all young people, were enjoyed
and participated in principally in the home. Stimulation
towards the furtherance or development of hobby interests is
rarely furnished by either the public or private agencies.
Opportunities for the sharing of experiences have remained
in a potential state of being, with no evidence of activation.
Cultural interests of the young people as disclosed by
the study revealed that small numbers of them have an interest
in music, forums, dramatics, and lectures. The opportunities
offered for enjoyment of these interests are numerous but
they fail to attract the young people. The Public Library
reaches the vast majority of these youngsters with 268
library cards issued.
Athletics as an activity of leisure time must be con-
sidered as vitally important in any study of, or planning
for community recreation. Three hundred and eight boys
f
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and girls stated that they participated in some branch of
sports. As would be expected, baseball, football, and swimming
involved the greatest number of boys. Skating proved to be
extremely popular with both boys and girls, being the number
one activity of the girls and number four activity of the boys.
Indoor activities, as shown by the small percentage of young
people associated with a Youth agency, did not attract the
youngsters. The high percentage of young people who signified
an interest in athletics should prove the spark needed to
ignite the community consciousness to the need of a coordinated
program of interest to boys and girls.
Definite conclusions flow from the gathered material.
It can be stated from the study that:
I; The total picture of leisure time activity de-
picts a normal youth, participating in and enjoying
those activities which appeal to growing boys and girls,
II: Existing resources are not being utilized to
their greatest capacity, due in no small measure to the
lack of a public recreation program,
III: The Youth agencies are not meeting the needs of
the young people and must reinterpret their aims and
objectives so as to reach more young people. As agencies
appeal to the public for financial support, a moral ob-
ligation rests upon them to do the most good to the
greatest number.
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IV: That much value would come from a coordinating
body of men and women selected to serve as a community
planning group. Little progress in the quality of the
group work practised will ensue unless an effort is
made to break with the inertia of the past and recognize
the values of the many clubs which function in the com-
munity and which can become important factors in the
personality development of the young people.
Our nation is engaged in a war which has already claimed
thousands of our young men. These men are no longer a part
of the family unit. Their loss will have left its mark on
the boys and girls who remain at home. Hatred and cynicism
are potent weapons for the destruction of democratic prin-
ciples. Panaceas cannot be offered but a contributing factor
to the building of positive democracy can be fruitful and
wholesome use of leisure time. Young people will do with
their free time what they have been educated to do. The
responsibility for an adequate education rests upon the
community and its resources.
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) Type of work
1* Address ( street only)





Junior Boys » Club
3 . How many days do you attend?
Which ones?
3. National affiliations;
Do you belong to a national Youth group? Yes ( )
No ( )
Senior Boys * Club





How often do you meet?
Have you a club leader? Yes (
4.
Local clubs;
Do you belong to a club? Yes (
Name of club?
Meeting place
V/hlch day or days?
Purpose of club
Meeting place
Which day or days?
) No ( ) Sex
) No ( )
Sponsor
How often do you meet?
Have you a club leader ?
f
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5. W. P. A. Recreation:
Do you attend a IV. P. A. Center? Yes ( ) No ( )
Do you attend a W. P. A. Playground? Yes ( ) No ( )
Which day or days? Between what hours?
Do you participate in the classes offered? Yes ( ) No(
Which ones?
Do you take part in the athletic program? Yes ( ) No(
Type of athletics
Do you participate in any other recreational activity
or game? Yes ( ) No ( ) Specify
6. Hobbies
Please check the hobby or hobbies you enjoy,
stamp collecting letter writing visiting
reading newspapers gardening photography
woodworking knitting sewing
washing dishes movies talking
dancing parties metal work
painting ( specify )
Other hobbies
Where do you enjoy your hobby? Home ( ) YMCA ( )
CYO ( ) Boys'eiub ( )
JCC ( ) Other
7. Cultural interests:
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Where do you enjoy theses activities?
Are you a member of the Civic Music Association?
Have you a library card? Yes ( ) No ( )
Do you read one book a month? Yes ( ) No ( )
Do you read one book in two months? Yes ( ( ) No ( )
Do you study music? Explain
8. Athletic Interests:
Please check your interest or interests.











Others ( specify )
Do you participate ( ) watch ( ) ?
Where do you enjoy these interests?
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Table XII
Part Time Employment of Boys and Girls
Type of Employment Boys Girls
Assistant to professional golfer 1
Bakery. 2
Bookkeeping 1 1
Care of Children 14
Care of Invalids 1
Creamery 1









Mechanic *s Assistant 1
Milk Delivery 2



















Siimmary of Leisure Time Activities
Type of Activity Boys Girls
Membership In Youth Agencies 74 15
Membership In National Youth Groups 19 16
Membership In Local Clubs 28 49
Participation In W*P.A. Indoor Centers 20 24
Participation In W.P.A, Outdoor Centers 58 17
Hobbles 153 140
Cultural Interests 27 59
Library Cards Issued 130 138
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